
Essential Spelling List 1 Sentence Unscramble
I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

is This a cat.

is This a cat.

I can write:

a
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

and Mum here. Dad are

and Mum here. Dad are

and
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

am I going bed. to

am I going bed. to

I
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

in The box. cat the is

in The box. cat the is

in
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

said Mum is it cold.

said Mum is it cold.

it
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

My is dad work. at

My is dad work. at

my
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

the climbed Sarah up tree.

the climbed Sarah up tree.

the
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

Wiremu going is play. to

Wiremu going is play. to

to
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Essential Spelling List 1 Sentence Unscramble
I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

was Lucy today. here

was Lucy today. here

I can write:

was
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I can write:

I can make the sentence:

I can write the sentence:

 

 

 

I can draw a picture of the sentence:

are going Auckland. We to

are going Auckland. We to

we
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